
WHY CHOOSE WOOL CARPET?
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For almost 60 years Cavalier Bremworth has 

been proud to produce the finest quality wool 

carpet. With a passion to create inspiring, 

beautiful interiors, each range is uniquely 

designed and made in New Zealand from 100% 

pure New Zealand wool.

 

Note: Cavalier Bremworth also manufactures a great range of synthetic carpets.

A world of difference



The benefits of wool
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Nature’s Miracle Fibre

Soft and luxurious

Throw your shoes off after a busy day and curl your toes into a luxurious 

100% wool carpet.  Warm, comforting, and soft, wool carpet provides an 

unmatched sensory experience. 

Naturally Resilient

Wool fibre has a unique spiral crimp which means it will naturally spring back 

into shape year after year.

Easy to clean and maintain

The structure of wool fibre has a protective membrane which acts as a 

natural stain resistant.

Naturally fire resistant

Wool is hard to ignite and slow to burn making it a safe choice for your home. 
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Nature’s Miracle Fibre

100% Sustainable

Wool is a 100% sustainable and renewable fibre.

Can help regulate humidity

Wool absorbs moisture when the atmosphere is damp and releases it when 

the atmosphere is dry, creating a more comfortable environment that’s 

warmer in the winter and cooler in the summer.

Non allergenic

Wool carpets naturally absorb and filter airborne volatile organic compounds 

(VOCs) – unwanted toxins and odours that can cause irritation.

Noise insulation

Noise pollution can impact on your health, comfort and productivity.  Wool 

carpet helps to improve the acoustics of busy spaces, absorbing sound and 

softening the volume.
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What makes our carpets 
unique?
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Farm gate to floor 

Our wool comes from New Zealand farms. Sheep are 

raised on fertile open pastures, in a climate ideally 

suited to growing clean white wool of  

exceptional quality.

From this natural, biodegradable product,  

we stock dye the fibre to  

deliver superior colour performance. The  

fibre is then processed to become  

warm luxurious wool carpet.
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We are proud to produce quality carpet

Every single staff member contributes to delivering inspiring carpets to homes all over the 

world. Their skill, experience and commitment to quality means you can feel confident our 

carpet will perform.

NZ made by our innovative people 
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A snapshot of our 100% wool products

To view the full range, please visit our website www.cavbrem.co.nz / www.cavbrem.com.au

Our people create intricate designs

o view our full range, please visit our website www.cavbrem.co.nz / www.cavbrem.com.au
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Quality you can trust

• With almost 60 years behind us, our carpet has been proven to 

perform on the floor.

• But don’t take our word for it. All of our carpets have been 

independently tested by the Australian Carpet Classification Scheme 

(ACCS) and have achieved the highest rating available  

Residential Extra Heavy Duty + Stairs 6 Stars

Helpful tip: Carpet manufacturers and distributors have no influence over what ACCS grading their 
carpet receives.  To find out if a carpet has been independently tested check the label on the back of the 

sample for an ACCS performance rating and registration number.
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Wool Product Warranty

Cavalier Bremworth offer an extensive warranty package on all of our  

wool carpet 

Lifetime 

manufacturer’s 

defects warranty*

15-year abrasive 

wear warranty*

5-year insect 

resist warranty*

*Exclusions, prorating and terms and conditions apply. For full terms and conditions, please 
visit cavbrem.co.nz or cavbrem.com.au
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To view more of our wool carpet range visit:

NEW ZEALAND cavbrem.co.nz | 0800 808 303
AUSTRALIA cavbrem.com.au | 1800 251 172

https://nz.pinterest.com/CavBrem/
https://www.facebook.com/CavalierBremworth/
https://www.instagram.com/cavalierbremworth/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVjruhPvoVmBolGIL6UZsJA

